
Best Practice Advisories (BPAs)

Minor: Logic, criteria, actions, simple rules, grouper, visible only to study team or 
not visible, creates an InBasket message or push notification $1200 10 hours

Major: Any from above with complex criteria, visible to non-study team $2500 20 hours

Flowsheets

Minor: Rows, groups, template, preference list, search existing flowsheets $1200 10 hours

Major: Any from above with calculations, cascading, M codes, mapping $2500 20 hours

Patient-Entered Questionnaires

Minor: Copyright approval, minimal question and question group build, filing to 
SmartData Elements or flowsheets, flowsheet configuration, display logic, profile, 
automatic questionnaire assignment in department, rules

$1200 10 hours

Major: Any from above with complex question and question group build, scoring 
questions, critical results and alerts (add BPA menu rate) $2500 20 hours

New: Any from above with new questionnaire, synopsis (add Synopsis rate) $5000 40 hours

Reports

Reporting Workbench: criteria, rules, columns, extensions $1000 8 hours

Summary / SnapShot: print groups, reports, profile $2500 20 hours

Timeline / Synopsis: review flowsheet, view, report, timeline views, flowsheet, 
rules, profile $2500 20 hours

SmartForms

Minor: Components, SmartData Elements, SmartTools, print group updates, 
minor scripting, HIM/ROI Testing $1200 10 hours

Major: Any from above with text generation, scripting, rules $2500 20 hours

New: Any from above with new SmartForm, navigators, reports $5000 40 hours

Study-Level Dashboards and Registries

Minor Dashboard: Simple criteria, rules, columns, extensions, reports $2500 20 hours

Major Dashboard: Complex criteria, rules, columns, extensions, reports $5000 40 hours

Registry: Rules, extensions, groupers $5000 40 hours

Study-Level SmartTools

SmartTools: SmartLinks, SmartBlocks, text generation, SmartTexts, rules, 
extensions, SmartData elements, SmartLists $1000 8 hours

Minor SmartSets: Order groups, SmartTexts, hyperlinks $2000 18 hours

Major SmartSets: Any from “minor” with medications, rules, cascading SmartSets $4000 32 hours

Study-Level Secure Chat Groups

Update Unified Communication Group, add or remove employee records $200 2 hours

New Unified Communication Group, add employee records $500 4 hours

Rate
Build 

Estimate

PACE Fee Menu                          
No Fee for Initial Consultation. 

All feature build includes feasibility analysis, testing, and build validation. 


